ENGINEERING CAPABILITIES

SPECIALISTS IN VEHICLE PASSENGER SAFETY SOLUTIONS

About Us
We are committed and passionate about passenger in
vehicle safety. Our beginnings lay in child restraint
installation and being a strong safety advocate in that
industry. A natural evolution of this led us to expand our
offering to safety solutions for all occupants in vehicles.
We developed a suite of custom engineering services to
ensure passenger safety in vehicles became our area of
focus and expertise.
Our Head Office is in Melbourne and we have an East
coast partner network giving us coverage across Sydney
& Brisbane as well. We have the ability to complete most
works on customer premises and major works in our own
purpose built facility in the eastern suburbs of Melbourne.
Overview of Services
There can be a challenge when it comes to after- market
coordination in the Original Equipment Manufacturer’s
(OEM) dealer network. Customers that have a need to
modify new vehicles to meet their requirements beyond
the original on road application such as:
1. Anchor Point Installation.
2. Seating Capacity Changes
3. Mobility Access
4. Fleet Fit-Outs
5. Supply and Fitment of Utility Trays
Safe In Motion gives the OEM’s and the dealer network
consistency in work, quality and pricing. All of this
provided in a pre-dealer solution.
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Anchor
Points
Vehicles that do not have anchor points or need
additional points, we provide a solution.
We engineer each anchor point to meet the
requirements laid out in ADR 34/02 legislation.
The minimum requirement for OEM’s supplying
vehicles in Australia is to have provision for child
restraint anchor points, but the number of points is not
mandated.
Commercial vehicles generally do not have anchor
points, and yet these vehicles are more often than not
required to meet the family's transportation needs.
Common examples and applications to meet
consumers’ needs:







Vehicles built pre-ADR 34/02 requirements
(1976 for sedans and 1990 for SUV’s)
7 Seater SUV’s that do not always have points
in the rear row.
Dual Cabs and Vans that do not have any
points, or may need an extra point in the middle
rear seat for instance.
Commercial people mover’s that require more
points for a specific use like a Child Care
Centre.

Seating
Configuration
Safe In Motion can make whatever changes the customer
requires when it comes to adding or removing seats from
vehicles.
We would reduce seating:


To meet ADR requirements. Certain new vehicles such
as small bus models need to have Category 1 seats
removed, allowing drivers with a standard car license to
operate them.



To allow mobility access applications like a wheelchair
ramp.



To fit-out the vehicle for specific purposes by removing
all seating.

We would add seating:


If your brand of choice in people moving vans does not
have adequate seating capacity for your needs, we can
increase its seating capacity (within guidelines)

Important to Note : As with the removal, the addition of
Category 1 Adult seats needs to be in accordance with
ADR standards and may require a second stage
manufacturing compliance plate as the safety standards for
additional passenger capacity is very high.

Mobility
Access

Safe Ingress & Egress is of utmost importance for
disabled and aged occupants.
Safe In Motion has the solution to fit out vehicles to
meet these requirements.
A few examples of the type of modifications we
offer:


Grab Bars for entry & exit handles, and seating.



Installation of Specific Needs Seating



Fully automated tailgates for wheelchair access



Adding Seatbelts, Restraint Devices & ISOFIX.

Designed and engineered to a high standard, for
maximum safety and ease of use for occupants.
Our solution focuses on the importance of ongoing
cleaning and maintenance to meet the hygiene
standards of the healthcare industry.

Fleet
Fit-outs

Fleet fit-outs vary from a one-off modification, to a
replicated solution across a vast number of fleet
vehicles.
Custom design work:


Unique in-house design engineering capability
combines flexibility with innovation and complete
solutions giving clients customizable options to
fulfil their needs for vehicle modifications.

Turnkey Solutions:


Tool boxes and Tray drawers



Window coverings & Protection for High risk
movements



Cargo cages



Animal protection cages



Shelving sets to fit a variety of commercial vans
and utility vehicles.

Custom
Fit-outs

Tailored Health Care Solution
This custom fit-out was designed to fulfil the
requirements of a health care provider supporting
aged care residents in regional and rural areas by
taking the clinic to them.


Standard clinical use Chiropractic table
permanently installed



Automated Seat to allow safe entry and exit for
patients without straining



Wash Basin with own water supply



Custom designed flooring, boxing and
upholstered wall coverings



Fit-Out meets all cleaning and hygiene
requirements for the healthcare industry

Turnkey
Fit-outs

We provide a range of pre-made offerings.

They have all been designed and engineered to the
highest levels of safety and quality.
All products are supplied and fitted. The only
requirement is the make and model to provide the preexisting solution to match the customers’ needs.

Utility
Trays

We supply and fit aluminum alloy trays for a wide range
of vehicles on the market.
Tray Specifications:


1.25 tonne rated extruded alloy floor section



Full width taillight panel



Single Cab dimensions: 2460mm inside length
1825mm inside width



Dual Cab dimensions: 1660mm inside length
1825mm inside width



Extra Cab dimensions: 2030 mm inside length
1825mm inside width

For further information:
info@safeinmotion.com.au
www.safeinmotion.com.au

